Production of Immunoabsorbent Nanoparticles by Displaying Single-Domain Protein A on Potato Virus X.
The combination of antibodies with nanoparticles provides wide-ranging applications in biosensing. While several covalent presentation strategies have been established, there is need for alternative, non-covalent methods to provide a routine for scalable nanomanufacturing. We report the multivalent presentation of the B domain of Staphylococcus aureus protein A (SpAB) on potato virus X (PVX) nanoparticles. Three different synthetic strategies were used to obtain chimeric PVX(SpAB) filaments. The protein A fragments displayed on the surface of all three PVX chimeras remained fully functional as an immunoabsorbent for antibody capture enabling biosensing. The new biomaterials presented could find applications as diagnostic tools for biomedical or environmental monitoring.